
Troy High 9th Grade Summer Reading Program – 2022 

“Summer reading is about holding a book in your hands. . . . about kicking off shoes, staying up much too late, reading all day with 

no one caring that’s what you’re doing. It’s about rushing through one to get to the next or lingering as long as you want. It’s about 

vicarious experiences that let us become a girl in an attic, a boy in the wilderness, a kite runner in a far-away land.”  Kyleen Beers 

Rather than requiring a certain book to read, it is our hope that students will select books that meet their individual interests. 

We’ve created this list to offer choices to every reader, thus the reading difficulty varies widely from title to title. Be sure to do your 

research. Don’t shy away from a challenging read if it captures your interest! Parents might assist students in this process as they 

know their reading and maturity level. Summer reading is intended to increase students’ enjoyment of reading and to develop a 

habit of reading that takes students far beyond the English classroom. 

Summer Reading Guidelines: 

❖ Students should select and read two books this summer. Links are provided to different reading lists to help students 
read into what they love or where they want to take their reading goals. Students do not need to have a copy of the book 
upon returning to school but are expected to be able to discuss the plot, characters, and themes or the information 
they learned from Non-Fiction reading, upon returning.  

o TSD  Battle of the Books 2022 
o Goodreads: Books for Ninth Graders 
o 28 entertaining and thought-provoking YA novels that even adults will love 
o 43 Graphic Novels You Need to Read Because Yes, They Do Count as Real Books 
o 12 Terrific Novels written in verse 
o Classics for Teens 
o Non-Fiction 
o Fantasy and Dystopia Best Sellers 

 
❖ Students should read and annotate (write on) the two articles included with this letter. This will be a common reading 

experience among incoming ninth graders and will be used to start discussion about the many purposes of reading. 
They should bring this work (electronic or hard copy) to school as directed by their English teacher during the first week 
of school.   
 

❖ The work we do the first weeks of school will be centered around using summer reading to build a community of 
readers, reflect on our reading identities, and set reading goals for the first semester. We will also use these texts as the 
year progresses to synthesize thematic ideas with other texts that we will read throughout the year. 

Where do I get the books? 

❖ The Troy Public Library can provide e-books, audio books, and books. 
❖ New and used books can be purchased through amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com, half.com, and thriftbooks.com. 
❖ Ebooks can be accessed for free through the Sora Student Reading app.  Click here for instructions:  

https://troycoltsmediacenter.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/4/13549136/gettingstudentsstartedwith_sora.pdf                  
❖ Ebooks and Audiobooks can also be purchased through many online stores, including the Amazon bookstore, iTunes, or 

via the iBooks app.  

We look forward to beginning the school year with students who have read and enjoyed two good reads! 

Sincerely, 

The 9th Grade Teaching Team 

https://troycoltsmediacenter.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/4/13549136/battle_of_the_books_2022__002_.pdf
https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/9th-grade
https://www.businessinsider.com/guides/learning/best-young-adult-books-for-adults
https://www.epicreads.com/blog/ya-graphic-novels/
https://www.weareteachers.com/best-novels-in-verse/
https://reference.yourdictionary.com/reference/books-literature/50-best-classic-books-for-teens-and-young-adults.html
https://imaginationsoup.net/nonfiction-books-for-teens/
https://www.businessinsider.com/guides/learning/best-dystopian-novels#a-post-apocalyptic-dystopian-adventure-novel-12
https://troypl.org/
https://troycoltsmediacenter.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/5/4/13549136/gettingstudentsstartedwith_sora.pdf


 

 

Science Confirms the Obvious: Literature is Good for Your Brain 

Reading might make you smarter, but it also gives your brain a cognitive workout that it doesn't 

otherwise get. 

By Clay Dillow | 

https://www.popsci.com/technology/article/2012-09/science-confirms-obvious-reading-literature-good-your-

brain/#:~:text=In%20news%20that%20probably%20isn,is%20good%20for%20your%20brain 

In news that probably isn’t going to blow your mind, researchers have found that reading is good for your 

brain. But it’s not as straightforward as “book learnin’ is good for you.” By asking a test group of literary 

PhD candidates to read a Jane Austin novel inside of a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

machine, a Stanford researcher has found that critical, literary reading and leisure reading provide 

different kinds of neurological workouts, both of which constitute “truly valuable exercise of people’s 

brains.” 

The study was conducted under the supervision of cognition and neurobiology experts at Stanford, but it 

is the brainchild of literary English scholar Natalie Phillips, who was interested in figuring out exactly 

what the value of studying literature is. Aside from the pursuit of literary knowledge and the aspects of 

culture, history, and the humanities that are tied up in our collected written works, does reading impart 

any kind of tangible benefit to us as humans? 

It turns out it does, at least in terms of where blood flows in our brains when we engage it in reading. The 

experiments were structured so that subjects inside the fMRI machine could reap a chapter from Jane 

Austen’s Mansfield Park projected onto a mirror inside the machine. The readers were instructed to read 

in two different ways: as they would read for leisure or pleasure, and as they might read for critical 

analysis, as if they were trying to comprehend the text for an exam. 

The fMRI machine allows the researchers to see blood flowing through the brain, and what they found 

was intriguing: when we read, blood flows to regions of the brain beyond the ones responsible for 

executive functions. Rather, it flows to areas associated with close concentration. That may not seem so 

odd–reading requires concentration–but they also found that critical, close reading requires a certain kind 

of complex cognitive function that we don’t usually employ. Both styles of reading, the researchers say, 

initiate kinds of cognitive function that go beyond simple “work” and “play.” 

Moreover, the study showed that simply by asking the readers to alter their method of reading–from 

“leisure” to “analytical”–they could drastically alter the patterns of neural activity and blood flow within 

their brains. The study could have implications in the way reading affects the brain and how we train our 

brains to be better at things like concentration and comprehension. In the meantime, it confirms 

something that you’ve known to be true since your first-grade teachers told you so: reading is good for 

your brain. 

 

Directions: Use annotations to show evidence of your thinking as you read. Record where you find important points and the restated main idea; 

ask questions, agree or disagree and explain why; make connections to yourself and what you see in your world. Save these notes as we’ll be 

referring to them during the first week of school.  

https://www.popsci.com/authors/clay-dillow/
https://www.popsci.com/technology/article/2012-09/science-confirms-obvious-reading-literature-good-your-brain/#:~:text=In%20news%20that%20probably%20isn,is%20good%20for%20your%20brain
https://www.popsci.com/technology/article/2012-09/science-confirms-obvious-reading-literature-good-your-brain/#:~:text=In%20news%20that%20probably%20isn,is%20good%20for%20your%20brain
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2012/september/austen-reading-fmri-090712.html/
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2012/september/austen-reading-fmri-090712.html/


Why Reading is Good for Your Health 

By Jen Christensen 
https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/21/health/reading-fiction-health-effects/index.html 
 

Clients who seek solace by pouring their hearts out in Alison Kerr Courtney's office don't get 

rewarded with a Xanax prescription. Instead, they walk away with a reading list. 

 

The founder of BiblioRemedy isn't a licensed therapist, nor is she currently an English teacher, 

although she did work as one for 10 years in France, and has spent years shelving books at the 

library and in bookstores.  

 

Courtney is a kind of book whisperer.  

 

For as long as she can remember she's had a knack for matching people with books that fit with 

their intellectual interests. But some clients want more when they make an appointment with her 

at her office in Lexington, Kentucky. 

 

What they seek is a kind of bibliotherapy. It's a growing trend where people tell empathetic 

listeners like Courtney their goals or problems. Courtney then suggests books that can help them 

clarify their goals, work through an emotional issue, or may even help them turn a page to start a 

newer, healthier life chapter. "I've had clients dealing with grief issues, for example. I pair them 

up with books I think will most help in their specific situation," Courtney said.  

 

A recent client dealing with grief told Courtney how much her recommendations helped. 

Typically Courtney suggests five to seven books. The client said she read every one, except for 

the ones dealing specifically with grief. "Not everyone is ready for certain books, and that's OK," 

she said. "They may get there eventually and the other books may help with that process."  

Books can literally change your life and they don't all have to come from the self-help shelf to 

work.  

 

Fiction may actually be more powerful, according to a new study running in the journal Trends 

in Cognitive Sciences.  

 

Books such as Judy Blume's "Are You There God? It's Me, Margaret," or "The Autobiography of 

Malcolm X," or Alice Walker's "The Color Purple," may teach you about complicated topics 

such as racism, poverty, teen angst, bullying, sexual orientation or other issues, but they may do 

even more. They could help you know your own heart and others'.  

 

"People who read fiction may understand people better than others," said Keith Oatley, a 

cognitive psychology professor emeritus at the University of Toronto. He's also an award-

winning novelist. "A work of fiction is a piece of consciousness that can pass from one mind to 

another and that reader can make it their own." 

 

Books can work as a kind of "moral laboratory" as the scholar Jemeljan Hakemulder calls it, or 

they can act like the mind's "flight simulator," as Oatley describes it. Reading can help you safely 

test how you feel about certain issues or people, without your having to experience something 

directly. Oatley believes the novels that help people best are the ones that "help us understand the 

characters from the inside," rather than more plot-driven novels. 

https://www.cnn.com/profiles/jen-christensen
https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/21/health/reading-fiction-health-effects/index.html
https://biblioremedy.com/about-me/
https://biblioremedy.com/what-is-bibliotherapy/
https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/18/health/coloring-books-pros-cons/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/18/health/coloring-books-pros-cons/index.html
http://www.cell.com/trends/cognitive-sciences/fulltext/S1364-6613
http://www.cnn.com/2014/12/16/living/judy-blume-new-book/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2012/10/12/us/alice-walker-talks-race-women-and-power/index.html
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/aphd/Research/Faculty_Members/Professors_Emeriti/Keith_Oatley/
https://benjamins.com/#catalog/books/upal.34/main


 

That means we can learn from a book that's a part of the literary cannon, such as Virginia 

Woolf's "Mrs Dalloway," equally as well as we can learn from popular fiction such as "Harry 

Potter."  Spending quality time with these characters as you relax on the beach or sit propped up 

on bed pillows is more than mere escapism. Reading these books may enhance your emotional 

intelligence.  

 

That means reading books could improve your love life, your family life, your relationships at 

work. 

 

That's because as you learn about Mrs. Dalloway's worries as she shops for flowers or you 

witness Harry Potter struggle to control his powers in front of his neglectful muggle family, you 

contrast that experience with your own.  

 

The characters' experiences "can be internalized to augment everyday cognition," according to 

the study.  

 

In other words, as you read, you think, "'This person does this and it reminds me of this person I 

know,' and when you think deeply in that way, you get better at empathizing with others," Oatley 

said. Even if you may never throw the perfect London party or you never meet a moody teenage 

wizard. 

 

Lab tests seem to show this. 

 

People who have been reading fiction test higher for empathy. Other brain studies of people who 

listen to a story with intense emotion show a physical response. Their heart rate changes and 

brain scans show the area that corresponds with emotion lights up, as if the person was 

experiencing that emotion personally. 

Earlier studies have shown that reading can actually develop neural networks in your brain that 

can help you understand even more complex thought. 

 

Even if you are not a big reader, there's still hope.  

 

Past studies have shown serial television programs that are character driven such as "The West 

Wing" or " The Good Wife" also "can help you better understand what we human beings are up 

to," Oatley said. Other studies have shown watching character-driven sitcoms can lessen a 

viewers' prejudice. 

 

Natalie Phillips, an assistant professor of English at Michigan State University, said this current 

study about fiction is exciting and seems to fit with some of the early data she's gotten from her 

own lab tests on readers. Research on this topic, she said, is only the "tip of the proverbial 

iceberg." There is still so much more to learn about what fiction can do for us. She does caution 

that more lab work needs to be done to see if the empathy someone has for a character extends to 

others beyond the book.  

 

"Because people are feeling something as they read, doesn't always lead to more positive 

relationships with someone," she said. "However, this research marks one of the crucial first 

steps in that direction toward understanding the intricate cognitive processes involved in literary 

reading." 

http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/notebook-drafts-of-virginia-woolfs-mrs-dalloway-volume-ii
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/notebook-drafts-of-virginia-woolfs-mrs-dalloway-volume-ii
http://www.jkrowling.com/en_US/
http://www.jkrowling.com/en_US/
http://www.cnn.com/2011/11/09/business/emotional-intelligence-workplace/
http://www.cnn.com/2011/11/09/business/emotional-intelligence-workplace/
http://psycnet.apa.org/psycarticles/2015-44293-001
http://www.cnn.com/2016/02/02/health/sitcoms-prejudice-study/
http://www.english.msu.edu/people/faculty/natalie-phillips/


 

Oatley believes reading can help our emotional development in large part because humans are 

highly social creatures. 

 

You can be as smart as Sherlock, but to get along well in this life, you really do need to 

understand people emotionally. And you can't be as emotionally unavailable as Mr. Darcy 

throughout much of "Pride and Prejudice."  

 

You have to learn the lesson Jane Austen is trying to teach with that book, Oatley said: To love 

people, you really have to know them. Perhaps you can do that best by living by the book. 

 

"People say you only get one life," Oatley said. "But I say read fiction and you can live many 

lives in one."  

  

http://www.pemberley.com/janeinfo/ppdrmtis.html
http://www.pemberley.com/janeinfo/ppdrmtis.html


Possible Prompts to use when we return to school:  

 

THIS PROMPT IS NOT A SUMMER ASSIGNMENT. All you’ll need to bring in are the notes 

that you took on the articles. Happy Reading! 

FINAL THOUGHTS: Choose ONE and write a well-developed paragraph to show what this article leaves you 

thinking. 

• Connect: Have you read a book that had some influence over your actions, thinking or “emotional 
intelligence”? Which book(s) where these and how did it/they change you?  

 

• Extend: If you had to recommend a book to someone, with the purpose of helping their development, 
which book would it be and why? 

  

• Evaluate the author’s claim: What evidence is strong/weak in creating this argument? Look to the 
quoted words to justify your thinking. Are the sources valid authorities? Is the research 
comprehensive – that is covers a large enough sample to be considered valid for all? 

 

• Assume the counter-point: How can you counter to the text’s claim about the power of books? Use 
evidence to support your position as you develop your counter-argument. You might use the sentence 
“It is true that________________________; however,_________________.” to begin your counter-
argument.  
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